FRIENDS OF THE MUDDY RIVER

No. 49 Fall 2020

A Muddy River Cruise down the Riverway

22. Bellevue Street Bridge 23 Chapel Street Bridge/Bridle Path

24. Round House

We ended our Spring cruise down the Muddy River at the North end of Leverett Pond
and now will be entering the Riverway section of the Emerald Necklace. Here, there is
an extensive, tall granite headwall with a distinctive capstone topping that has a large
arched opening. It carries the Muddy River underground for quite some distance and
eventually under Boylston Street (Washington Street) where it immediately comes out at
a much smaller curved granite headwall and into a 10’ wide cut stone water way. This
section of the Muddy River is virtually hidden by a low 15“ wide patterned concrete wall
that parallels River Road. On the other side of this small channel, a steep, heavily
vegetated slope rises up to the overpass. This is the area of Brookline’s recently
improved bike crossing park area. The narrow water course goes underground one more
time to allow the on ramp from River Road to enter the outbound lane of the Jamaicaway.
The Riverway ends and the Jamaicaway begins at the Curley Overpass. The final outlet
is through an identical granite headwall where the Muddy River finally becomes a
recognizable, natural flowing stream and parallels Brookline Avenue.
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The area of the Curley Overpass is the narrowest point of the
Riverway and one of the first significant alterations to accommodate
the modern world of vehicular traffic. The overpass was a part of
Franklin Roosevelt’s 1934 National Industrial Recovery Act and
was completed in 1936 when James Michael Curley was governor.
(The Curley mansion at 350 Jamaicaway is now the headquarters of
the Emerald Necklace Conservancy). The Boston street names in
this area were very different than they are today. Huntington
Avenue was then Tremont Street and South Huntington was named
Heath Street. This explains why the E Line of the Green Line has
Heath Street as its destination.
Before the overpass was built, the headwall for the outlet of Leverett Pond was directly
adjacent to Washington Street. To accommodate the new on and off ramps to the
Jamaicaway at Pond Avenue, more land was required on the outbound side of the
overpass. The new headwall described above was built and some of the area of the
original pond was filled. In some respects, the design and materials used in the 1936
overpass and the accompanying granite headwalls required to carry the waterway
underground were considerably more sympathetic to the original infrastructure of the
Necklace than the Bowker Overpass, built in the 60’s, at Charlesgate.
From the northerly on ramp of the Curley Overpass to the original culvert under
Brookline Avenue, the Muddy River appears as a natural stream, and on the Boston side
there is a wide strip of parkland that gradually rises from the wooded river’s banks to the
Riverway. Here the Boston side of the park extends through the island area to
Netherlands Road and is one of the most natural and least developed and used sections of
the park. There are two variable width and unpaved paths, one adjacent to the Riverway
and another lower down and closer to the river. In Olmsted’s day, the original concept of
a parkway consisted of a path for pedestrians, a ride for equestrians, and a drive for
carriages. All three were accommodated on the Boston side of the Riverway. However,
on the Brookline side, there was only a pedestrian path for its entire length.
These pedestrian paths paralleled existing streets in
Brookline and also the berm along the Brookline branch
of the Boston and Albany Railroad. During the age of
motorized traffic, the Riverway was widened to
accommodate 4 lanes of traffic, and this greatly altered
the adjacent parkland. For most of the length of the
Riverway, the bridle path was adjacent to the
carriageway, but needless to say, it became obsolete and
was abandoned when changes were made to
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accommodate vehicular traffic. On close observation, remnants of this bridle path are
still recognizable in the few areas where it descended into the park. One is where it
crossed Netherlands Road (originally Bellevue Street). It then returned to parallel the
Riverway, and finally descended downstream from Longwood Avenue in a wide wooded
area and crossed under the beautiful stone Bridle Bridge. From the round house shelter
up on the Riverway there is the only direct pedestrian entry into the park, which
continues across the river to the Brookline side. While now, on the Boston side, there is
only a wide, flat open area with a wide unpaved pedestrian way, there was originally a
narrow pedestrian path by the river and a wider bridle path at the bottom of the slope
from the Riverway. This continued along the river, until the river and the parkway turned
to the West toward Brookline Avenue
While we have discussed the circulation elements through the parklands of the Riverway
that led from Leverett Pond to Brookline Avenue at 401 Park Drive, a complete and more
specific view of each of these individual areas is what we should now consider.
The long narrow and relatively straight section from River Road to the Brookline Avenue
culvert is a very straight section of the park whose heavily wooded banks somewhat hides
the river. The River then widens slightly as it makes an abrupt turn to cross under
Brookline Avenue. Here on the Boston side across from the newly built housing
complex, Mosaic, is a spacious and flat glade with some majestic old trees. This area is
below the corner of the Avenue and Riverway where some awkward and dangerous
desire line paths have cut the corner from Vining Street in the medical area down to this
glade and up the steep bank to the original horse trough planter withs its flanking stone
benches. This planter has been maintained by the Friends of the Muddy River for
decades. The elevated berm that parallels Brookline Avenue from River Road is an
alteration from a more sinuous walk, heavily planted with shrubs, that is shown on the
“Topographical Plan for Planting Study” by F.L.Olmsted & Co. – February 7, 1893.
Recently, Brookline has redesigned the bus stop at Aspinwall Avenue with ramps down
from the top of the berm. This area has been sensitively landscaped with shrubs and trees
from the original Olmsted plant palette.
The river then crosses under the avenue and enters the Riverway Island area, one of the
more distinct areas of the park where a small island was originally surrounded by the
river. The original plan of this area shows the wider section of river on the Riverway
side through which the city/town boundary lay. The narrow, more ancillary portion of
the river parallels Parkway Road making the island entirely in Brookline. A pedestrian
path enters this area and crosses the island from the corner of Brookline Avenue and
Parkway Road. It crosses two random ashlar, seam-faced granite bridges before crossing
Netherlands Road. The river joins together to cross under Netherlands Road. (formerly
Bellevue Street) in a more broadly arched bridge that hints of the Longwood Avenue
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bridge downstream. The original island appeared much smaller in Olmsted’s original
plans than it seems today and had elaborate shrub plantings. This is the site where the
Friends have had many summer concerts. The river takes a distinct bend from the
granite culvert under Brookline Avenue and then parallels the Riverway as it flows
downstream. The original river here was much wider but today has silted up to the extent
where there is little to no flowing water. Phase 2 of the Muddy River Restoration will be
dredging this area and restoring the flow of the river completely around the island.
The next section of the Riverway, as it descends from Netherlands Road is another rather
undistinctive narrow part of the park where it begins to parallel the trolley tracks. There
is a consistent berm that provides a permanent barrier along the paved path on the
Brookline side. This berm was originally entirely covered with elaborate shrub and tree
plantings. The shrubs have entirely disappeared but most of the original trees have
grown and flourished. This path is heavily used by bicyclists, many of which exit the
park at the T station to gain access to Carlton Street and on to Cambridge. The
Longwood T station is also the site of a new, elaborate shrub planting scheme which
Brookline recently dedicated to Michael Dukakis.
From this point in the park, the river begins to
widen considerably, and the land area on the
Boston side becomes wider. The river broadens
out here and the view towards Brookline along this
expanse of open water is stunning. There are two
distinct islands on the Boston side, just down river
from the Chapel Bridge, but siltation through the
years and heavy tree growth have diminished their
characteristics as islands. This is another area that
the Muddy River Restoration plans to ameliorate,
and it is where the park truly is at its most scenic
and idyllic.
On the Brookline side the rather uniform riverbank widens to accept the Chapel Bridge
where the path branches in both directions to join the major path along the river. A little
further downstream the riverbank widens again where another symmetrical walkway
entrance was created to carry the path over the Carlton Street footbridge. It is hoped that
this path will soon be active again when the footbridge is restored and a bike crossing
added and a more convenient pedestrian access to the Riverway is restored. It is
interesting to note that previous to the Longwood T station, there were two stations along
this section of track. At the foot of Carlton Street was the Chapel Station, and below the
Longwood Bridge (which was then a plain wooden bridge) was the Longwood Station.
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Chapel Street was eventually constructed to connect Longwood Avenue to Colchester
Street which at the time continued on to Carlton. The current Longwood T stop is located
halfway along Chapel Street and an early photo shows a sizable station located there.
It is only a short distance down river, where St. Mary’s Street terminates on the other side
of the trolley tracks, that the Brookline part of the Riverway ends. This is the north
eastern boundary between Boston and Brookline and close to the Back Bay Yard. From
here to Brookline Avenue the original Muddy River and adjacent parkland have totally
been transformed several times to what exists today. Previously, Park Drive was called
Audubon Road and terminated at today’s Audubon Circle. Where the current Riverway
curves to connect to Park Drive, there was another substantial bridge that crossed the
river and was also called the “Bridle Path Bridge” because that was what it was. It was a
high stone bridge across the river that allowed the equestrian path that ran along Audubon
Road to cross the river where it connected to the bridle path coming up from the
riverside. This then met the bridle path that ran along the Riverway which would cross
Brookline Avenue and join the bridle path along the Fenway. Both the pedestrian paths
on each side of the river went under this bridge and rose to meet Brookline Avenue at
street level. The Muddy River continued until it ended at Brookline Avenue the site of the
gatehouse. While there was originally a culvert under Brookline Avenue. which
connected to the Back Bay Fens, there was never any substantial flow into the Fens. The
gatehouse was built before 1905 and the flow of the Muddy River was diverted into two
72” culverts in 1910 that ran under Brookline Avenue and emptied into the Charles. This
was when the Charles River dam was completed, which controlled the water level of the
Charles and eliminated any saltwater tidal activity. This also completely changed the
original function of Olmsted’s Back Bay Fens.
None of this area just described exists today. First when
motorized traffic became the norm and bridal paths
became obsolete, a complex interchange of roads
between the Riverway, the Fenway, and Park Drive and
Brookline Avenue had to be built. Then in 1928 the
massive Art Moderne Sears building (401 Park) was
built, and Sears subsequently bought the river and
surrounding land in front from Boston, filled it in
channeling the river into underground conduits, and built
a parking lot in 1950. Fortunately, the city was able to repurchase this land in 1998, and
has since reconfigured the traffic patterns, daylighted the river, and recreated a park, all
as part of Phase 1 of the Muddy River Restoration. This area is now called the Justin
Mee Liff Park, named after the Boston Park Commissioner responsible for so many
restoration initiatives along the Muddy River and the Emerald Necklace.
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And so, this is where our cruise down the Muddy River will end. This was the case when
the Olmsted office completed the plan for the Back Bay Fens, the Muddy River Sanitary
Improvement, and the Promenade between Boston Common and Jamaica Park. The
Muddy River did end at Brookline Avenue as did the waterway of the Back Bay Fens.
Currently, the Muddy River does run through the Fens and enters the Charles through
three massive culverts at Charlesgate. With Phase 2 of the Muddy Restoration now under
construction, great steps are being taken to restore Olmsted’s waterway and vision for
much of the Emerald Necklace.

MUDDY RIVER FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT PHASE 2 UPDATE
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England District announced that dredging
activities will continue to progress on Phase 2 of the $36.5 million Muddy River Floor
Risk Management project in Boston and Brookline.
Beginning November 2 work will progress to Work #2 in the vicinity of Brookline
Avenue and Riverway (near Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital). The sidewalk on the north
(Brookline Avenue) side of the river will remain open to pedestrian access for the
duration of the project.
Dredging will begin in Work Area #2 mid to late November once the temporary
construction fencing is installed. Work includes dredging the flood risk management
channel within the Muddy River. An excavator will stage on the right side (looking
downstream) of the river to dredge the river and load the sediment into water-tight trucks
for transport to the Central Processing Facility (located near the Duck House and
construction trailers) at Work Area #11. The sediment will be dewatered and stabilized
in this facility before the processed sediment is loaded and transported to the final
disposal facility.
Dredging in Work Area #2 is expected to begin in mid to late-November and to continue
into late-January.
Once the dredging is complete in Work Area #2, the riverbanks will be stabilized with a
turf reinforcement mat, then replanted with emergent plants in the wetland area, and
shrubs and trees in the upland area during the planting window. Areas will also be
reseeded in locations disturbed by construction equipment.
For Muddy River project construction updates, visit the Corps’ project website at:
http://www.nae.usace.army.mil/Missions/ProjectsTopics/MuddyRiver.aspx
For more information, contact Project Manager Jennifer Flanagan at
MuddyRiver@usace.army.mil or call 978-318-8015.
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MUDDY RIVER PROJECT PHASE 2
Brookline Avenue - Riverway

MUDDY RIVER MAINTENANCE

The Muddy River along The River and Brookline Avenue is the dividing line between
Boston and Brookline. Many thanks to the Boston Parks and Recreation and the
Brookline Parks and Recreation for their prompt response and cleanup to reports
such as automobile parts trash and graffiti along the Muddy River.
If you notice anything, please contact online: Boston 3ll or call 311
Brookline Parks and Recreation online: recreation@brooklinema.gov (617-879-5650)
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MUDDY RIVER PLANTER

Many thanks to Carol Spitzer and Bob Williamson
and volunteers for all their plantings and
maintenance of the Muddy River Planter on
Brookline Avenue this year.
New volunteers welcomed.

“2020 See Change”
Studio Without Walls 21st Annual Outdoor Sculpture Exhibition
Held June 19 to September 7, 2020
at Riverway Park, Brookline, MA

Studios Without Walls “a collaborative” group of artists held their exhibit this year along
the Brookline side of the Muddy River in the vicinity of the Chapel Street Bridge and the
Longwood T-station. Friends of the Muddy River were one of the Sponsors.
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PARKING METERS IN THE FENWAY
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) is proposing to expand
curbside parking meters in the Boston area which includes the Fenway. At the October 14
and October 15, online public meetings, they presented their Fenway proposal for large
solar pay station parking meters to be added from Charlesgate along Park Drive to
Audubon Circle by May 2021. The revenue from these meters would be for DCR
funding and not specifically for the Fenway. Existing resident parking should remain.
Many area attendees, including representatives for Senator William Brownsberger and
Councilor Kenzie Bok expressed their opposition to the proposal.
The Friends oppose the installation of these parking meters along the historic Emerald
Necklace Parkway.

FRIENDS OF FAIRSTED LECTURE
Thursday December 3, 2020 7:00-8:30 pm (EST) Zoom Webinar
The Olmsted Brothers’ Planning in California:
A Prescient Approach to Ecological Design

A talk by Christine E, O’Hara,
Professor of Landscape Architecture,
California Polytechnic, San Luis Obispo
As respondent, Fadi Masoud, Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture and
Urbanism at the University of Toronto, will explore these projects in view of current
demographic and climate changes.
Event is Free but registration is required https://friendsoffairsted.org/programs
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FRIENDS OF THE MUDDY RIVER 40TH ANNIVERSARY
2020 marks the 40th anniversary of the founding of the Friends of the Muddy River by
Isabella Callanan and a group of friends. Under her leadership, the Friends became
champions of the entire Muddy River and its park lands, which included tree plantings
and mulching, cleanups, bridge restorations, water testing, and restoration of the river.
Because Riverway Park is the border between Boston and Brookline, the Friends have
supported their park programs as well as friends’ groups and the Emerald Necklace
Conservancy. We look forward to many more years of active support of the Muddy
River and its parklands.

MEMBERSHIPS & DONATIONS
For online memberships & donations go to our website www.muddyriver.org
By check payable to: Friends of the Muddy River, Inc.
Mail to: Carroll Williamson, Treasurer, Friends of Muddy River, Inc.,
18 Toxteth Street, Brookline, MA 02445-6908
Thank you for your support!
TO CONTACT US
Please inform us of any updates to your contact or email address at
Friends of the Muddy River, Inc., 10 Bowker Street, Brookline, MA 02445-6955
friendsmuddyriver@aol.com
www.muddyriver.org www.facebook.com/muddyriver.org
Friends of the Muddy River, Inc. is a nonprofit 501© 3 organization
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